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1. Overview 
1. ALU-Enterprise, now known as ALE, was spun out from its struggling parent Alcatel-Lucent in 

October 2014. ALE is 85% held by Huaxin a Chinese state-owned investment company.  

2. China Huaxin is a global industry holding group with a telecom heritage and focus. It considers 

enterprise networks and cloud computing a strategic area of focus. 

3. Jack Chen was named CEO of ALE in April 2016. He replaced acting CEO Jack Ma, who remains 

on the board. He is self-described as a “low profile guy.” Chen previously was head of the APAC 

and China Wireless units at Alcatel-Lucent and an EVP at Alcatel-Shanghai Bell. He is based in 

Singapore. 

4. ALE’s go-to-market strategy prioritizes cloud communications and vertical specialization.  

5. ALE recently hired Lisa Simpson to head its North American channel sales. Lisa brings to ALE 

experience from 15 years at Nokia. 

6. The key components to ALE’s verticals include the OpenTouch suite for UC, hosted services 

including telephony (OTEC -- OpenTouch Enterprise Cloud), ALE’s hardware capabilities 

including endpoints and networking gear, ALE’s global reach including support of 29 languages, 

and now ALE Rainbow - a UCaaS and CPaaS solution. 

7. ALE’s revised vision is “to deliver the customized technology experiences our customers need 

to make everything connect.” 

2. Portfolio Changes 
1. ALE has taken a hard turn toward services. Central to its portfolio is Rainbow: a global, hybrid 

cloud-delivered service hosted by ALE. Rainbow blurs UCaaS and CPaaS into a unique hybrid-

ready service. Other services include UCaaS and Opex sales models.  

2. Huaxin also acquired Chinese-based Wi-Fi maker HAN to complement its HP/Aruba powered 

Wi-Fi portfolio.  

3. ALE current voice platforms include: OpenTouch, OXO Connect, OmniPCX Enterprise, full line of 

wired and wireless endpoints, OTEC, and Rainbow. 

4. OTEC is intended as a single tenant public solution to be offered by an in-market service 

provider. OTEC is also available as OTEC-S (multi-tenant offer for small business hosted by SP) 

and OTEC Flex (single instance, customer owned private cloud). OTEC can be enhanced with 

Rainbow.  

5. ALE has some of the most modern endpoints on the market. The 8088 is an Android based 

video phone with an HDMI output. Includes a 7” touchscreen, 5 MP camera, and a Bluetooth-

connected handset, The 8088 was introduced in 2015 and ALE expects to launch the 8078 (with 

a 5” touchscreen and USB C) in 2017.  
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3. Rainbow 
1. Rainbow is very strategic for ALE. It was initially announced in Spring 2016. ALE describes 

Rainbow as a Relationship Management Platform. It has UCaaS and CPaaS components. Its 

CPaaS suite includes tools and APIs for workstream messaging.  

2. Rainbow is exclusively hosted by ALE and delivered as a service.  

3. Rainbow will be offered under a freemium model: Essentials is free and offers basic UC services 

such as messaging. The Premium service can be integrated with ALE premises-based calling 

platforms and offers cloud-enhanced conferencing services and development APIs.  

4. As a CPaaS service, Rainbow charges per API call. There is a traffic services API planned for Q3-

2017 that will charge by the connection (more suitable for conferencing services).   

5. Rainbow has 50+ APIs that span voice, PBX, messaging, provisioning, AI, and more.  

6. Rainbow as a CPaaS is similar to competitive services with the added bonus of deep integration 

into ALE telephony systems.  

7. The Rainbow Development Framework includes pre-developed applications, bots, and 

communications and collaboration APIs and tools including functions such as speech 

recognition, messaging, and notification services. 

4. Verticals 
1. ALE is focusing on five verticals: Hospitality, Healthcare, Education, Transportation, and 

Government. These five verticals represented more than 70% of ALE’s 2016 revenue.  

2. The vertical strategy has three simultaneous initiatives: ALE developed integrated solutions, 

partnerships with key players in each vertical, and openness for customization.  

3. ALE’s verticals leverage an ecosystem of both formal and informal partners. Formal 

relationships are part of the ALE Application Partner Program (AAPP).  

4. Government and Education are the largest verticals in terms of revenue, and Hospitality is the 

most comprehensive and illustrative of ALE’s approach to verticals.  

5. Key to the vertical strategy is a shift from products to outcomes which better aligns ALE’s 

solutions with customer success factors. The vertical solution is more than marketing, but 

includes product modifications, regional teams with vertical expertise, networking elements, 

key partnerships within the vertical, vertical-specific financial models, and other 

customizations.  

6. Verticals are defining ALE’s portfolio, go-to-market, hiring, and partner recruitment strategies.  

7. The Hospitality vertical includes hotels, motels, cruise ships, and campgrounds. The Healthcare 

vertical includes hospitals, medical offices, and assisted-living. The transportation vertical 

includes rail (trains and subway systems), sea (ports and canals), air (airports and towers), and 

roadways including roadside phones and ITS. 

8. Rainbow is used within several verticals, particularly as a UC complement to the OXO Connect 

platform.  

9. ALE hospitality includes a room-automation angle. This includes phone-top controls for HVAC, 

lighting, and curtains. It has been successful with very high-end properties.  

https://applicationpartner.alcatel-lucent.com/aluaapp/faces/aapp/home/Home.jspx
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10. Success in hospitality requires a solution that integrates with popular property management 

systems, offers billing detail, voicemail for hospitality, and a solution that understands guests 

rather than rooms or devices.  

11. ALE’s primary telephony products for hospitality are OXO Connect (for small properties), OXE, 

and OTEC (hosted). These can be combined with wired and wireless networking solutions. ALE’s 

new low cost Stellar Wi-Fi solutions are particularly well suited for hospitality. The enterprise 

Wi-Fi gear (OEM HPE/Aruba) is more appropriate for larger properties.  

12. ALE is building traction in hospitality with specialized applications such as e-concierge, Smart 

Guest Application Suite, Mobile Guest Softphone, and soon Rainbow powered in-app chat. 

13. ALE may be the only vendor to offer hoteliers a pay-as-you-go model where hotels only pay ALE 

when a room is booked. This reduced rick proposition is possible due to integration with the 

property management system.  

14. Key hospitality integration partners include: room automation: Schneider Electric, Control 4 

KNX, Honeywell, and Crestron. Property Mgmt: Oracle, Protel and many more. Econceirge: iris, 

Intellity, Mobile Interaction, HotelCloud, Digi-Valet.  

15. Hospitality customer testimonials includes: Melia Me, Waldorf Astoria, and Alcor. 

16. Hospitality and transportation both often include Wi-Fi bundles.  

17. ALE has leading market share in the Chinese hospitality market.  

18. The Transportation vertical has less reliance on integrations and more emphasis on durable 

hardware with reliable transmission and signaling across diverse conditions. 

19. ALE reported “explosive growth” in the North America region in Education (K-12) and 

Transportation in 2016. Customers include the California network of state colleges (CSU) except 

for CSU San Jose campus which went with local vendor Cisco at a much higher cost.  

5. Opinion 
1. When ALE was created, it was assumed that within two years it would have to change its name. 

However, former parent Alcatel-Lucent has since merged with Nokia and now lives under the 

Nokia brand. It may be possible for ALE to avoid a costly rebrand effort and leverage decades of 

goodwill associated with the Alcatel-Lucent brand.  

2. ALE is executing a two-pronged strategy: Cloud and Rainbow are key for company and portfolio 

transformation (and future revenue streams) and efforts that leverage its installed base with 

thoughtful migration strategies particularly to cloud- delivered services.  

3. Out from its struggling parent, ALE is a totally new and different company. ALE appears to be 

blossoming with its new found independence. Leaders and managers seem more confident and 

optimistic. Previously, ALU was forced to make very short term decisions, which has created a 

backlog of innovation. Huaxin appears to be playing a long game.  

4. ALE’s focus on verticals is more legitimate than similar claims from many of its UC competitors.  

5. ALE’s approach with Rainbow to existing equipment customers effectively replaces premises-

based UC services with cloud-delivered services. It’s a nice migration path that leverages 

existing investments and helps customers realize many of the benefits associated with the 

cloud.  
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6. ALE is one of the few remaining UC companies with a strong networking capability. Avaya is 

selling its networking division. Unify sold its networking division, and NEC has an incomplete 

portfolio.  

7. ALE has a comprehensive communications portfolio that includes SDN, wireless, UC, UCaaS, and 

CPaaS. New networking technologies plus new networking use cases (wireless, IoT, SDN, pay as 

you go, integrated services such as Rainbow) are creating an opportunity to penetrate Cisco’s 

dominance in networking. Note, Facebook, Google, VMware and several others are 

simultaneously attacking Cisco’s dominance in networking.  

8. The fact that the ALE endpoints can control room devices in hotels suggests the company is 

positioned for broader IoT related opportunities.  

9. ALE does not appear very focused on its contact center solutions.  

10. When ALE became a Chinese company, I expected a significant rise APAC sales, especially 

China. This has not been the case. State-owned Huawei continues to dominate that market. ALE 

has a much stronger western presence, and it is not clear yet if its Chinese ownership will 

ultimately help or hinder its growth. The CEO is based in Singapore, but most of the executives 

remain in Paris. The company has not aggressively discounted its products in China to compete 

with Huawei and other Chinese domestic vendors.  

11. ALE and NEC make a powerful SDN partnership. NEC SDN controllers with ALE switches, 

routers, and wireless gear.  

12. Primary competitors in hospitality are the vendors with key hospitality components built-into 

the platforms. These vendors are: ALE, Mitel, NEC, and BroadSoft.  

13. For video solutions, ALE currently relies on its software clients and WebRTC. Its only hard 

solution is its 8088 Android-based desktop endpoint. ALE does not offers its own solution for 

room-based video.  

14. Rainbow is new, and intended to complement/upgrade its solid and mature UC portfolio. The 

company’s primary focus on distribution, verticals, and cloud seem appropriate.  

15. Rainbow is a ‘misty’ service that’s hard to describe. It is inherently a CPaaS solution. Rainbow 

can perform workstream messaging, but it’s more of a platform than an application. It can be 

used standalone or with premises-based UC. ‘Relationship as a service’ is not something that 

customers are asking for (even if they need it). This puts additional burdens on ALE to educate 

the market before it can sell Rainbow.  

16. ALE is rapidly transitioning into a service company. In addition to Rainbow and OTEC, the 

company offers managed services, life-cycle management services, software subscriptions, and 

network as a service.  


